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About This Game

Heavy Blade is a fast paced 3D hack and slash dungeon crawler with gorgeous visuals and a heavy rock soundtrack.

Reminiscent of games like Doom and Heretic, Heavy Blade combines old school gameplay with a new graphics engine. Run and
slash your way through 30 levels of dungeons filled with horrifying monsters and defeat the wizard! Choose when to use ranged

or close attacks depending on what vials are nearby to refill. Dodge enemy attacks, or force them into a small hallway to take
them on one at a time instead of getting surrounded. Or simply grind and improve your character until you can overpower them.

The choice is yours. Being aggressive is the name of the game here. You are always vulnerable but don't worry about getting
hurt! There are plenty of vials to restore your health scattered around the levels.

GAMEPLAY FEATURES

- 30 dungeons filled with monsters to explore with 8-10 hours of gameplay to complete
- 16 unique enemies

- 5 collectible weapons each with a unique spell, including fireballs, magic missile, electricity, and ice shards
- On screen map for navigation

- Listen for whispers to locate secret doors and hidden areas
- Gather loot from dead enemies or barrels and replenish health and mana with potions.
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- Unlock the next level by reaching the exit.

UPGRADE WEAPONS AND YOUR STATS

- Spend your gold to upgrade your hero's armor, stats and weapons from the quest selection menu

ENGINE FEATURES

- State of the art graphics with unified lighting and shadows
- Per pixel lighting with specular and bump mapping

- 6 dynamic lights with shadow maps up to 4kx4K resolution
- OpenGL 3.3 required

LEVEL EDITOR

Heavy Blade now comes with a built in level editor to create your own dungeons. After you've finished the campaign, try being
your own dungeon master. Level design is simple and fast with a real time 3D preview. Instantly jump in and play test directly

from the editor. Modify the built in levels or start from scratch. Share your new creations with your friends and the community!

PC VERSION

- Playable with the mouse and keyboard or game controller.
- Updated for 4K resolution, MSAA, Post processing effects including depth of field, motion blur, and bloom

- Windowed and full screen support

MOBILE VERSION

- Take it with you! Heavy Blade is available on iOS and TV OS!

LEVELS

Wyrmwell
1-1 Dungeon Entrance

1-2 Skeleton Prison
1-3 Assassin's Gate
1-4 Sorceress Well
1-5 Barbarian Vault

1-6 Wyrm Catacombs

Krom Ul
2-1 Halls of Krom
2-2 Orc Stronghold

2-3 Flame of Ul
2-4 Krom Jail

2-5 Werewolf's Grave
2-6 Royal Barracks

Sqymm Barracks
3-1 Lizard Sewers
3-2 Hidden Stones

3-3 Training Grounds
3-4 Twin Giants
3-5 Seekers Lair
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3-6 Halls of Doom

Goblin Bog
4-1 Conjuring Rooms
4-2 Torture Chambers

4-3 Slime Pools
4-4 Trick Caverns

4-5 Maze of Crypts
4-6 Secret Passage

Wizard's Lair
5-1 Glimpse of Magic

5-2 The Illusion
5-3 Treasure Vaults

5-4 Guardians of Old
5-5 Deepest Dungeon

5-6 Final confrontation
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Title: Heavy Blade
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Egerter Software
Publisher:
Rocking Pocket Games
Release Date: 27 Apr, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Window 7, 8, 10

Processor: 1.7 GHz Dual Core or Greater

Graphics: OpenGL 3.3 compatible

Storage: 220 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible

English
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Pros:

- fun game
- straightforward
- simple
- unique & clean graphical style
- repetitive, punishing, and precise

cons:

- nonstop controller vibration on 0 lives is more annoying that zelda low hearts beep
- going through the simple story text feels like an impediment\/interruption to just playing the game. repetitive nature of game
due to difficulty means going through the story text over and over, which becomes a critical factor in whether or not i'll play
another round
- audio feedback not very infromative

it's a fun, small, inexpensive game that seems to have been developed with love. the cons i list here are not meant to tear down
the game or give reasons not to buy. it's more about hoping that the devs get something from it. great game for the cost, fun to
casually "master", but can get a little old when going through the story over and over and you just want to play the game.. Nice
plane flies good like that you dont have to know a lot of buttons just to shoot your guns. For fans of Devil May Cry and Ninja
Gaiden, this is an absolute treat. The combat is fast paced and wicked. Plenty of things to do after the main campaign, like
harder difficulties, boss rush, and tower modes. This game's a blast!. This is a arcade pong look a like game.

Game is very basic and so much fun to play.
This game has serieusly has a story mode to play.
You can do this alone or in offline co-op with your friend.
You have the option to pull or push you ball away.
Collect the blocks for extra energie and to unleash your ulimated power.
Play your way though a lot of challanges levels and after that try to defeat the final boss.

I find this one of the best games out there in this genre.
I give it a 9/10 and I played it with a lot of joy.. Fun knockabout game with lots of options.

There is one pretty major flaw with Cricket in VR in general, not just this game. And that is ball physics. When you're batting in
cricket, you can loosen your grip to allow the bat to take off the inertia of the ball, stopping it dead pretty much. This is
something I don't think you can translate into VR very well as there is no physical action happening.

This means that defensive strokes using that technique don't work and you can balloon a ball into the air for 6 or to get caught
just by fidgiting in your shot selection a bit too much.

Other than that, if you go Twenty20 and just throw your bat around you can have a lot of fun.. love this game but, i need better
computer. Pretty polished, nice enemies and environments. Low key dark soulsy vibe. Need to spam teleport like you would
dodge rolling. Haven't reached the end yet, but presume it's going to be pretty short. Would like to have touch pad movement as
well as the teleport.. Don't like it its 2 slow
. I bought it, NO relationship to the DEV, and Id buy it again. Its not a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing wave shooter, it has
depth, large levels, better than many Ive bought, long story short, it was less than the cost of 3 long island ice teas, and I had that
much fun in the first 30mins I played. I know I probably sound like the devs GF or something I assure u Im not, (300 lbs white
guy here) but if u got $20 to spend I suggest giving it a shot.

I bought on a whim cuz I desperately needed new VR CONTENT Im jonesin man. Anywho its a great base. One thing Id like to
say is my inventory thing does not all fit in my fov. And its super annoying AT TIMES.
Battles are abit sword wiggily ATM. I suggest something that makes u have to swing maybe velocity sensing. Still very early into
it. I love it so far im sure it may even be as cool as vanishing relems, it definitely has the potential.. For me it scratched an itch
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that aint been scratched for a month. ITS FAR FROM PERFECT

BUT I SPOKE WITHTHE DEV ON REDDIT LAST NIGHT AND HE SEEMS VERY ACTIVE AND WANTING TO HEAR
FROM YOU TOO AND DEDICATED TO MAKING IT A GREAT EXP FOR US. so for me I WONT be refunding it I got
maybe and Hr into it so far and still feel new to the game. THATS A GREAT SIGN FOR ME. Im tired of paying $15 for 8min
of VR.. I really don't understand all the complaints about this dlc. Yes the hacking isn't very well explained, but that was fixed in
recent updates. Besides, Behemoths took some time to fully understand and use effectively, for me at least.

Anyway on to my personal thoughts and opinions of Penumbra. I love the hacking, especially the more I learned how to use it
better. It adds more planning about how you go against other empires and now you can hurt other empires without having to go
to war with them. This does make turns longer and therefore games longer though. As for the Umbral Choir, I view them as OP,
both for playing as and playing against (whether AI or another player). A good player simply cannot lose when playing them
against AI, even on the harder difficulties. While I don't play online, if you pick the Umbral Choir other players could gang up
on you much like the cultist in Endless Legend. When playing against an AI Umbral Choir it's not a guaranteed loss as I've beat
them. However, eliminating them out of the game is another story. The Umbral Choir itself is interesting though, both their
mechanics and lore (ship designs too).

PROS:
- Hacking adds more depth to the game
- Umbral Choir has interesting mechanics and lore
- Cloaking finally in-game
- Recent updates fixed many issues and better explained hacking mechanics

CONS:
- Hacking makes game take longer
- Umbral Choir is too OP (in single player at least)
-  Hacking mechanics poorly explained (fixed in updates but I thought I'd note this here anyway)
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don't waste your money crap. Nice meme bro!. 6.1 hrs on record
AHH FEEL THE NOSTALGIA!

As a child growing up in the 80's and being a big reader it was a labour of love saving up money to buy every fighting fantasty
book as they came out. This was my first purchased fighting fantasy book so it still holds a special place in my heart. Forest of
Doom was in the typical setting of most of the fighting fasntasy books. Tin Man games has done a great job of transferring this
book to the computer. If you enjoyed fighting fantasy books back in the day then I highly reccommend you pick this up for your
self or your children.. so unique and keeps you interested, loved it <3. My FX cpu needs a kidney transplant!. No Comment,

awesome game !. Great game. Checks a lot of boxes for me. I've played so many of David's games over the years. This will be
another I spend hundreds of hours playing.
Check out the discord and watch the twitch streams for more inside information to the development process.
Joined Early Access and couldn't be happier helping to make the game better. So much potential for this game that I love seeing
the new features and content.. Save the Ninja Clan

Save the Ninja Clan is a unity based 2D side scrolling platformer similar to Super Meat Boy. You play a brave ninja who sets
out to rescue his ninja pals and stop the evil white ninja.

You start your journey with a green suit equipped with double jump and a knife you can throw to kill enemies, and later can
trade the green suit between a blue and black suit, which have the powers to sprint (blue), and puff into a cloud of smoke to
evade deadly traps (Similar to the rolling system from Guacamelee).

Your knife starts as just a basic knife. If an enemy shoots at you and your knife connects with it, it destroys the knife, but you
can throw them quickly and infinitely so throwing them non-stop is warranted. By collecting the 33 collectibles found in each
stage (1 per stage), you can use those collectibles to unlock new knife upgrades, such as a knife that goes through bullets,
rockets, etc. destroying them and continuing forward, or another knife that kills all enemies in one hit. There is one other
upgrade that allows for a knife spin, but other than the cool ninja effect, it doesn't seem to do much else. Each upgrade requires
7 collectibles, so 21 total for all 3, meaning you don't need to collect all the collectibles in the game to get them.

There are 34 levels total in the game, 31 basic platforming levels and 3 boss levels. There are a few tricky levels, but all-in-all
they are pretty basic when compared to some of the levels featured in Super Meat Boy. There are also nifty secret "glitch" areas
in 31 of the levels, which when accessed bring up a command prompt with witty humor as if the developer were watching you
break their game.

Save the Ninja clan features 30 achievements, all of which are relatively easy. I can honestly say the only two that were a bit
troubling were the achievements for beating 5 and 10 levels without dying, as you need to play 10 straight levels, you cannot
replay a level, and you cannot exit and go to another level. Still easily achievable with a bit of practice.

Overall, Save the Ninja Clan is a small game, but it's a game that for the price of $0.99, is still very much worth it. 34 levels, a
bunch of secrets, a small amount of easy to find collectibles, and an simple achievement completion to be had. Definitely
recommended.
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